Mamma’s Personality

Attitude OR Awareness

Introduction:
Humanity is marked by distinct personalities who brought difference within the entire civilization. Their exemplary lifestyle and behaviour surely enabled others to lead a happy and contented life. The Godly Family of the Brahma Kumaris is blessed with such unique personalities who are helping God the Father Himself to bring transformation within the entire world. Pitashree Brahma established the Ishwariya Vidyalaya - a University which offers lifelong learning experiences to one and all. Since the beginning of this University, many personalities have dedicated themselves towards the noble cause of serving the entire world. “Om Radhe” – who is known as ‘Mamma’ is also one of those distinct personalities. Dear Mamma attained her stage of perfection during a short span of just 29 years ! At the age of sweet 16, she joined within the campaign of the fulfillment of God Father’s vision to bring heaven upon the earth. 24th June is the memorial day of Mamma. Obviously, her remembrance is overwhelming the hearts of all members of God's family. I am also motivated to share thought-provoking features of her divine personality.

Awareness of Availability:
Mamma showed the practical proof of having love towards God by offering herself as a Global server. She always kept herself available for small or big projects of Godly service. She remained ever-ready for every challenge. Her awareness regarding being accessible easily uplifted her own self and all the members of the Godly family.

Awareness of true wisdom:
Mamma was truly a mirror of God’s wisdom. The invaluable jewels showered by God the Father were instantaneously picked by Mamma. She always used to have churning and intense realization upon those jewels of wisdom. She used to absorb and enlighten herself and all by listening and sharing the Godly knowledge with immense concentration, love and respect. She earned innumerable blessings of all by offering clarity and depth of God’s wisdom.

Secondly, in the form of an embodiment of God’s wisdom, she never repeated a mistake at all. She always used to motivate all through a suggestion that one mistake should not be repeated at any cost. Such practice led her towards perfection upon the path of spirituality.

Awareness about the Master:
Even though Mamma would be knowing an art of performing some new or challenging tasks still she never refused or hesitated to perform those very tasks. She was consistently aware about the directions and teaching of the Almighty. She had conditioned her mind by the motto that 'The Master is giving orders, I just have to obey the orders’. Consequently, she was able to easily perform unknown tasks
also with great enlightenment. Such awareness made her an embodiment of constant victory.

**Awareness of Time:**
Life is precious. Life means breath and having breath means nourishing time itself with awareness. Mamma was reflecting this awareness through each act of her life. She always considered that ‘each moment is the last moment’ and thereby she never wasted a single moment. Instead she justified each moment, utilized each moment towards fulfillment of great cause of world-transformation. She not only respected the Almighty Himself bust she also offered great respect to time itself. This speciality of Mamma made her an eternal Goddess of truth and happiness.

**Awareness of the service of humanity:**
Since her arrival within the Godly Family, Mamma was given a role of sustaining and nourishing each member with divine love and Godly wisdom. She justified her role and fulfilled her responsibilities with utmost commitment. During her journey of life, many upheavals and adversities emerged but none of it became a cause to shake her faith or courage at all. Mamma maintained her courage and strengthened her will power through the consideration that ‘when God has given the task of serving humanity, He would also provide the strength to fulfill it.’

**Awareness of Personal Freedom:**
Mamma never polluted her mind or the environment by spoiling her own mind and intellect which means she never kept hold of the negativities and impurities of other’s bad behaviour or sanskaras. She sustained her spiritual growth by self-realization which is the key towards self-transformation. Being judgmental, defamation, fault-finding nature and criticism of others would not allow an individual to enjoy personal freedom was the essence being shared to all by Mamma in the form of ultimate learning.

Mamma was always keen to bring easy transformation through this approach towards all. The awareness of personal freedom enabled her to win the hearts of all and thereby to attain blessings from each and every one. Such attitude was the reflection of best wishes and pure feelings towards everyone.

**Awareness of learning:**
Mamma always used to say that let there be respect towards any warning, caution or suggestions towards self-reformation given by anyone at any point of time in our life. She strongly believed that any guidance for reforming behaviour and personality has to be treated as an invaluable treasure for journey of life. Such an attitude never allowed her to insult anyone or to feel insulted by others. This respectful approach towards learning enabled her to get self-mastery.

**Awareness of renunciation:**
Mamma was the greatest ‘rajayogini’. She renounced attachment towards worldly attainments, pleasures and attractions. Her sharp, sincere and strong farsightedness
offered her an attitude of having distaste and disinterest towards this materialistic world. For attaining perfection and bliss from the Almighty, she always used to get up early in the morning for deep tapasya. She renounced sleep and gave up her comfort zones for pleasing God the Father Himself. Once Mamma chose the path of spirituality, none and nothing deviated her vision and purpose of life.

**Values & Skills:**

Daily and intense practice of Rajayoga meditation taught by the Almighty Himself was showed in the form of great value of concentration through Mamma’s personality. Her strong determination power and the value of courage keep empowering all the members of the Brahmakumaris and humanity even now. Her faith and purity made her an eternal Goddess. Mamma’s serenity enabled each one to be free from wasteful, negative and impure thoughts. Her sincerity is still pulling many souls closer to the Almighty. Mamma proved herself as being a ‘ShivaShakti’.

Mamma’s celestial skills and arts in the form of singing, playing ‘Sitar’ and writing poems for the Almighty reflected the best qualities of herself.

**Powers:**

Mamma was also the embodiment of below mentioned spiritual powers which have been depicted in the form of eight – ‘Alankaras’ of the Goddess Jagat Amba (the World mother).

The power of tolerance/acceptance  
The power of accommodation/ flexibility/ maturity  
The power of discernment/ farsightedness  
The power to decide/judge  
The power of to face / love  
The power of co-operation/team-spirit  
The power of to withdraw/ listening/patience  
The power to pack up/ responsibility

On this memorial day of Mamma, let us get the blessings from this Maha ShivaShakti Jagat Amba and thereby pay our respect and love towards the Almighty Himself. Let us maintain the eternal light of God’s wisdom ignited within the hearts of all - the way Mamma did.